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ATTITUDINAL AND NORMATIVE'FACTORS

ASSOCIATED WITH ADOLESCENT CIGARETTE SMOKING

One of the most difficult tasks in the development of health educati Arp-
,

grams' is attempting to find a logical basis upon which to fruild programs. The

-\

need for diagnostic techniques and tools based on, sound theory is clear.

.Fishbein (1,2), in a series of reports and articles, has presented a

methodological framework with pOtential value for the health educator. This

paper describes an attempt to use Fishbein's Model of Behavioral Intention (3)

as a diagnostic tool to provide useful data for the preparation of health educa-

tion programs for adolescents in the area of cigarette smoking.

The basic Fishbein model indicates that behavior (cigarette smoking) is

closely associated with the person's behavioral intent or what a person says
P

s/he intends to do. The behavioral ilfent can then be, prediCted by a linear

combination of the person's attitude about the behavior and the person's norma-

tive beliefs about, the behavior.

To examine the model, a two part analysis was conducted: '1) the first

analysis was to determine thepredictive value of the model. The two components,

attitude and norm, were combined in a multiple regression equation to predict

behavioral intent. 2) The components of attitude and norm were then analyzed

as a group and then independently to determine their contribution to discrimina-

ting between the behaviorally intent smokers and non intent smokers.

Fishbein's Model 4

In brief, Fishbein's theory purports that a person's behavior is a function

of their behavioral intention, which in turn, is a function of 1) their atti-

tude towards a behavior and 2) their, perception of subjective or social norms

concerning that behavior. Algebraically this model can be expressed as:

BBI = (Ab)w
1
+ (SN)w

2
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Behavior; BI-= Behavioral Intent;'Ab = Attitude toward the behavior;

SN = the Subjective Norm; Wi and w2 = Empirically derived regression weights.

Attitude (Ab.) towards a behavior, in Fishbein Theory, is a funitOion of a

person's 1) beliefs that performing the .behavior will lead to some consequences

and 2) the value of the consequences. This relationship is expressed as

Ab = b.e.11

Ab=Attitudetowardsthebehavior;b.' =Belief that performing the be-

haviorwillleadtosomeconsequences;e.he person'-s Valuation of The' con-

sequence.

An important aspect of this model is that it deals with behaviors,

cigarette smoking, rather'than the object of the behavior, i.e., cigarettes.

The subjective norm (SN) is a function of an individual's beliefs about

.what s/he thinks important others think s/he should do and the motivation to

comply with the expectations of the important others. This relationship is ex-

pressed as:

SN = B.(MC.)
Oft

1 1

SN = Subjective Norm; NB
i

= Belief about. the social norms or the expecta-

tions of important othevs; MCi = the Motive to comply with the expectations of

the important others.

Instrumentation

Traditionally the questionnaire items are generated by an, elicitation pro-
,.

cess whereby the target PopulatioQ is,,sampled. Due to the diverse nature of a

senior high School, would have beenkifficult to obtain a small representa-

tive sample. Additienally, there exists a large body of empirical data about

the attitudes. norms of high school studentszas they relate to cigarette

f



s'inoking. It was from this body pf knowledge that the questionnaire items wel'e

. .

selected. Data for this study were gathered by questionnaire wing the semantic

differential technique (4). Measures were scored +3 or -3 on bipolar scales ex=
4

cept for the measure to comply which used a unipolar scaleand was scored on a

+1 to +7 sctle. Theses score are presented in the +1 to -3 format. (1) subtract-

ing 4 from each mean) to provide uniformity in discussing the results. The

questionnaire included 17 belief and 17 evaluation items, and -6 normative belief

and 6 motivation to comply items. Examples of the types of questions are shown(
,7

in Figure 1.

The Sample

The entire public high school population of a small midwestern town was se-
'

lected for the sample. All students attending high school on the testing day

completed the questionnaire. There were 4Q7 tenth grade students, 414 eleventh

grade 'studenys-and 255 twelfth grade students. In all grades, the population was

approximately evenly divided between boys and girls.

A basic assumption of the Fishbein model was that the behavioral intention

can be predicted from a linear combination of the attitudinal and normative cam-
&

po3ents of the model. Behavioral intention was obtained by asking the subjects

to rate their probability of smoking cigarettes on three semantic differential

scales. Three 7 point scales were used to assess the behavioral intention:

probable-improbable; true-false; likely-unlikely. In the tenth grade, there

were 95 IntB`nt and 297 Non Intent Smokers; 87 Intent and 308 Non Intent Smokers

in the eleventh grade; and 55 Intent and 185 Non Intent Smokers in thp twelfth ,

grade.
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Analysis: Multiple Regression Evaluation of the Model

The attitude component of the model wds obtained by multiplying each belief

(b.) by the evaluAtion of the consequence of the belief e.1 ) and summing for the

.17 items: Simjlan.y, the subjective norm was derived by irAltiplying each norma--

tive belief (NE.) by the"motivation to comply (MC.) and summing for the six items.

The estimates of attitude (Eb.e.) and sublecti,ve norm (,NB.MC.) were then

regressed on behavioral intent for each-sehQol. Table 1 shows the standardized

regression coefficients for each of the components, the multiple correlation (R)

and the coefficient of determination (R
2

).

The multiple correlation (R) shows the Pearson Product-',Moment bqweei,

behavioral intent and the two independent variables. This ranged from .6a to .

and was significant at p <'.01 for all grades. R- provides an indie-itIon of the

amount of variance accounted for by the combination of the two independen' vari-

ables (range 37% to 390). The standardized regression weights are used to indi-

cate the relative contribution of each of the two independent variables. The

regression lefficients were all statistically significant, p<.01, with the ex-

ceptions of the coefficients for the subjective norm in the tenth and eleventh

grades. In all cases the attitude component received a highercoefficient than

the normative component, thus indicating a relatively larger contribution to

predicting behavioral intent.
Y

,

c
It would appear thaNthe attitude and subjective norm are abbe to redict.

the behavioral intent to smoke cigarettes for senior high school students. The

relative contribution of the subjective norm reNains questionable. To be able

to use this model to desin educational programs, it is necessary to examine

the contribution of the components of these two constructs. Each grade was

examined separately, combining the individual scores From the two schools.

A

0
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Initially, a multivariate test, Wilk's Lambda, was conducted and tra-nsformed

an .F-ratio to determine if the mean vectors of (ch component (b.e , Ne
i
MC

i
) sig-6 7.

1 i

nificantly differentiated between the behaviorally intent smokers and non intent

smokers. When significant,' the individual item contributions were assessed by

univariate F-tests and by 'the omega square statistic to determine the independent

( contribution ofeach item to the overall discrimination.

. 'j4es

V
Analysis: The Componens of Attitude and4Norm

Tenth Grade. The F-ratio comparing the mean vectors of one component/6T the

attitude (b.) and the two components of the subjective norm (NB. and Me
i
) were `k

1

all significant at the .01:1evei of probability (Tables 2-5). This indicates

that overall, the belief and normative fdctors were different for the behaviorally

intent smokers and non intent smokers.

In terms of the strengths of the beliefs (Table 2), the behaviorally intent

smokers were-more likely to believe that smoking helps you relax, is'enloyabie,

means/feeling good, tastes good, aLd gives you something to do. The non intent

smokers were more lily tO believe that smoking cigarettes in the company of

others is upsetting'to them, is an unnecessary expense, causes cancer, means

having bad breath, causes heart disease, makes you smell bad, makes your teeth

yellow and is bad for your health.
(

When the independent contributions of each item were assessed using omega

square (&2), six items contributed to more than 10 percent of the difference be-

tween groups. These were: is enjoyable (41.640,1tastes good (38.2%), helps

you relax (36.20), makes-you smell had (14.1%) and is an unnecessary expense

(11.6%).

The results of
.
the evaluation of the consequences of t beliefs are pre-

sented in Tab e 3. The mean vectors:of the differences between the intent and

non intent, smokers were significant at the .01 level of probability. Foullitems
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were statistically significant when testecit,with univariate.F=tests. These items

were: unnecessary expenses, gettidg cancer, having bad breath and having bad

,health. In all cases strong negative evaluations are held by both gr9ups but'.

the non intent'smOkers were more emphatic in their evaluation. In none of these

cases did the item account for more tharp.10 percent of the''clifference between

the intent and- non intent smokers.,

In terms of the normative beliefs. (table 4), the non intent smokers. more

strongly believed that all significant referents, with the exception of their

teacher, felt that they should not smoke cigarettes. One referent (for the

,
behaviorally intent smokers) provided a -suggestion'of appral flor cigarette

smoking. Two of the normative beliefs accounted for more than 10 percent4of

the between group difference;-my best friend and most people who are important

to 14.

The students', motivation to comply with the significant referentspis giv

in Table 5. Both groups indicated d positive motivation to comply with the sig

nificant others\, the'only exception being the intent smokers' motivation to com-
fit.-

4 ply with their teacher. The two groups differed regarding the degree to qh-ich

they wished t3 comply with the wishes of their father, mother, teacher and

,ipctor. The intent smoke l pre strongly wished to comply with their fa-Eller.

#
and mother, while the non intent smokers indicated a stronger motivation to com-N.

pf/ with their teacher and doctor.

None of-the items accounted for more than 10 percent of the difference be-

'7tween the two groups.

ti

Eleventh Grade. The F-ratios comparing the belief (bi) and evaluation (ei)

components of attitudes and the two components of the subjective norm (NBi and MCi)
o

were all statistically significant at the .01 level of probability (Tables 6-9).



fifteen of the beliefs were statistically different forithe behaviorally

"intent smokers..and non intent smokers as determined by uniAriate F' -tests

'(Table 6). The 'intent smokers.wer more likely to believe that smoking cigar-

et,teshelps you relax, helps you'get alortg with your friends, is enjoyable

means feeling good,, tastes good, helps you make new Friends and gives you some-

thing to do. The non intent smokers were more likely to believe that smoking in

N the company of others is upsetting to them, is'"wan unlegessary expense, causes

c.cancer, means Playing bad breath, causes heart disease, makes you smell bad,

makes your teeth yellow and is bad for your health.

Ten of the belief items accounted for more than 10 percent of the between

group difference accordi-ng to the omega square statistic; tastes good (39.6%),

1.6 enjoyable (38.3%), helps you relax (29.9 ), means feeling good(16.2%), is

unnecessary expense (16.2%), is bad for your health (14.6%), is upsetting

to others (11.8$), makes you smell bad (13.1%), means having bad breAth (11.3%)

and makes your teeth yellow (10.1%).

1

The mean scores indicating the evaluation of the consequences of .the be-

havior arc given in Table 7. Eight of the 17 items-aiscriminated'between the

behaviorally intent smokers and non intent smokers. In all cases the non intent

smokers felt more strongly about thr negative consequences of the belief. The

statistically significant beliefs were: upsetting others, unnecessary expenses,

getting cancer,'having had breath, getting heart'disease; smelling had, having

ye4..low teeth and haV'ing bad health. None of the evaluation of the consequences

df the belief items accounted for more than 10 percent of the differerce between

groups.

The normative beliefs regarding the salient referents are given in Table 8.
A

The non intent smokers believed more strongly than the intent smokers that all

referents think that they should not smoke cigarettes. The referent "my best



a.
friend" appears Lo have a negative (th_j_nks I should...) influence on the be-

haviorally intent smokers.

TWo of the items accounted for more than 10 percent of the between group
4

difference according to the omega square statistic: mybest friend (33.2%) and

9

most people w,ho are Affiportant to me (19.2%).

The scores indicating motiva-t,ion to comply with the significant referehts

8

are given in'Table 9. Al,1 re'ferents, except my best friend, appeared to differ-
.

entiate between the intent smokers and non latent
(

smokers. In all cases the

beliefs indicated a stronger (want to) motivation to comply for. the non intent

smokers. For the intent smokers, there did appear to be a negative motivation

to comply with my teacher..

One of the'items measuring motivation to comply accounted for more than

10 percent of the between group difference, my leacher (15.8%).

( .

Twelfth Grade. In comparing'the mean vectors of the two components of t e

attitudes (h. and e
i

) and the t4 components of the subjective norm (NB. and
----...-----

i
), all four components were significantly different in discriminating between

the behaviOrally intent smokers and non intent smokers (Tablets 10 -13).

Examination of t e beliefs about cigarette smoking (Table 10) reveal

the intent smokers were more likely to believe that cigarette smoking helps vou

relay, helps you,feel grown up, h*lps'Iyou get along with your friends, is en-

joy le, Means feeling good, tastes good, and gives you something to do. The

non tent smokers were more likely to believe that.'it is upsetting to others,

is an unnec ry expense, causes cancer, means having bad breath, causes heart

0
disease, makes you smell had, makes your teeth yellow and is ha'd fcr your

health.

The omega square statistic provided eight belief items providing more than

10 pewent of the between group discrimination: is enjoyable (48.0%), tastes

_



good 137.,1%), helps you relax (32.9%), means feeling good (192. %), is an un-

nc;cessaryexpense(14.990,isupsett_ingtoothers(1.2%), makev, your.teeth

yOLlow-W.09Daud Makes you smell bad (11.6%).

The mean scoresoneflecting the evaluation of the consequences of the be-,.

liefs are given in Table 11. Five of the 17 evaluations were statistically

significant according to.univariate F-tests. For all five items, getting

cancer, feeling good, having pad breath, getting-heart disease and having

yellow teeth, the ,non intent smokers felt more strongly about the evaluation

of the belief. None of the items evalusat(ingthe consequenO9s of the belief an-

,

-counted for more thri 10 percent of the between group diffence.

The normative belief scores (Table 12) show that the Don intent smokers

believed more strongly that all significant referents would disapprove of them

smoking. For the behaviorally intent smokers their best Friend appeared,to be

the only support for them smoking. Of the six items Comprising. the normative .

beNef, only one, my best friend (31.9%), accounted for more than 10 percent

of the difference according to.the omega square statistic.

The student' motivation'to comply with the salient referents are given.

in Table 13. The intent smokers and non intent smokers differed regarding

-.:0$

their motivation to comply with the wishes of t ree of the referents; most
.

people who are important to me,, my mother and m_ teacher. Again, the non in-
-1,-

tent smokers appeared to show a stronger. motivation to comply with the referent.

f
Non motivation,to comply ,}hems accounted for more than 10 percent of

thj between group difference.
. (

)L

Summary and Conclusions

thitially it must be understood that this invd4i_gation was designed to

apply a theoretical framework of health behavior, the Fishbein Model of Be-

havioral Intent. The intent was to assess the utility, and robustness of a
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specific approach to educational diagno;iis and program planning. This was not

intended as a 'th'eoretical validation of the model. These issues have been

A,
addreed'hy sever,a1 inde)endent studies,. herefore no.attempts-were-made to

,

independently,' 40,0,40*0. the inner correlatiOns between independent measure of

attitude and.norm and the respective beliefs, evaluatdons, subjective norms or

motivations to comply. Similarly, the relationship, between behavior and be-

heri0-ral intent As well.asjhe relations,hip between beh4vior and the'other cOm

ponents of,-the model were not addressed:.

Et must berememberd that this moderbas dethenstrated its greatest .d-

vantages when used relatively small, hOMo.geheods groups of subjects and a

relatively short-time limit IpehaNtiOraiintent (e.g., I. intend to
(

smoke cigarettes in the next two Individual items are traditionally

derived directly frOm a subset of the tattetpopulation. The present applica-

tion of the model used more general items, derived from the literature, and was

applied to an entire population of public schbol students in a senior high

school.

It does appear.that'the-es-es of attitudes and normative factors, as

described by Fishbein, can be used to meaningfully predict behavioral intention.

/-

The subjective norm-appears to contribute relatively little to theprediction of

behavioral intent, H finding whiCh is similar to the results of other investi-

,,ations, 'The fIndifc that attitude and norm are associated with measures of

smoking status is n)t new. However, when there is a need for educational diag-

nosis and program Planning, it is of little benefit to have one (attitude) or

two (attitud and subjective norm) individual constructs from which to base

the design of an entire educational program. 'The utility of the Fishbein model

is that it allows conF,dderation of the individual components of those constructs

and their relationships as they contribute to understanding a specific health
\

hehayior.
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'In terms of the 'Components of attitude, it is clear that both beliefs and

the evaluations of the consequences of belief discriminate between the behavior-

ally intent smokers and non ,intent smokers. The individual items measuring

belief show a great disparity' between the two groups while the individual evalua-

tion items appear,t -be much less powerful in discriminating between the intent

smokers and non intent smokers. Certain belief items appear to be particularly

effective discriminators: the belief that cigarette smoking is enjoyable; that

it tastes good, that it helps you relax, that it means feeling gdyd, that it

tastes good, that it helps you relax, that it means feeling good, that it is an

unnecessary expense and that it makes you smell bad. Behaviorally intent and

non intent smokers share many beliefs, e.g., cigarette smoking is habit fOrming

and it is an unnecessary expense. However, they differ considerably in terms

of the strength of the belief (no apparent difference in the belief that smoking

cigarettes is habit formin0,,,and in terms of the evaluation of the belief (thq

intent smokers indicating that this consequence is less important than the non

intent smokers).

The subjective norm appears to contribute little to the prediction of be-

havioral intention. However, upon examination of the components of subjective

norm (six normative beliefs and six indications of motivation to comply), it is

quite possible, to discriminate between behaviorally intent and non intent

smokers. The referent "my best friend" is clearly perceived by the non intent

smokers as not supporting his/her smoking cigaretteS and provides some support

for thinking "...I should smoke ci;,,arettes" for the intent smoker.' In terms

of motivation to comply with the significant referents, it appears that the

teacher is associated with the lowest motivation to comply scores. Other re-

ferents may exert,more normative influence on both intent .J1Ind non intent smokers.
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Countless research efforts have documented the association between health

,behaviors, attitudes and various social normative factors. Too often these

global concepts, while providing a significant contribution to theoretical

efforts, have left the practitioner with little substance for designing an

educational program. The use of the Fishbein model in the present investiga-

i ion haS demonstrated that it is a useful tool in providing-, a qualitative as

well is a quantitative understanding of cigarette smoking by high school

stL'nts.
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Figure 1
1

FISHBEIN CONSTRUCTS AND EXAMPLES

FROM THE SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE

BEHAVIORAL INTENTION:

I intend to smoke cigarettes in the future.

Probable Improbable

BELIEF ABOUT THE BEHAVIOR:

a

Smoking cigarettes in the comps y of others is upsetting to them.

Likely Unlikely

EVALUATION OF CONSEQUENCES:

For me, to upset others is

Good Bad

NORMATIVE BELIEF:

My mother thinks I

Should Should not

MOTIVATION TO COMPLY:

smoke cigarettes.

In general I

Want to Do not want to

do what my mother thinks I should do.



TABLE 1

siritimgh,
TRADE STAIID-AK 7 ZED REGRESS TON MULTIPLE

COEFFICIENTS . R R2
Attitude

AIL

Sub jeotCue
N o fun

10 .591* ,042 .61* .376

11 .581* .082 .61* .383

12 .94r *.180* .63* .39/4

*SIGNIFICANT AT P4 ,01

A'
4



BELIEF

FOR BEHAVIORAAI

SmdFulng CigCUL et.t: e.a

TABLE 2

10TH GRADE

SCORES DI"

[-3]

SMOKERS

EF
Y (

S
+3])

NON INTENT SMOKERS

TATEWT- NON INTENT-,
SMOKERS SMOKERS F-RATIO
N =95 '4' N=297

IS UPSETTING TO OTHERS,
IS AN UNNECESSARY BEXPENSE,
HELPS YOU RELAX,
HELPS YOU FEEL GROWN UP,
HELPS YOU GET ALONG WITH
YOUR FRIENDS,
IS ENJOYABLE,
IS HABIT FORMING,
CAUSES CANCER.
'MEANS FEELING GOOD,
TASTES GOOD,
MEANS HAVING BAD BREATH.
CAUSES HEART DISEASE,
HELPS YOU MAKE NEW FRIENDS,
MAKES YOU SMELL BAD,
MAKES YOUR TEETH YELLOW,
GIVES YOU SOMETHING TO DO.
IS BAD FOR YOUR HEALTH,

.27

28

F-RATIO FOR MLTIyARIATE TEST Oe EQUALITY OF Plaki VECTORS:

= L5,/62, DF = 17 AND 5/4, PCUUU1

*UNIVAR1ATE F IO, DF = 1 AND 390, PIC.U1

1



TABLE 3

10TH GRADE

MEAN SCORES OF THE EVALUATION OF CONSEQUENCES
( [-3] - BAD (+3)

FOR BEHAVIORALLY SMOKERS AND INTENT SMOKERS

,V4M7XTEWCES
rok me

A

INTENT' NON .-INTENT

SMOKERS SMOKERS F-RATIO W
2

N.95 N-297

. TO UPSET OTHERS IS

. UNNECESSARY EXPENSES ARE

. BEING ABLE TO RELAX IS
FEELING GROWN UP IS

. GETTING ALONG WITH
FRIENDS IS

9, ENJOYABLE THINGS ARE
.' HABITS ARE

. EXPERIENCING GOOD

. GETTING CANCER IS

. FEELING GOOD IS
I

TASTES IS'
-1. HAVING BAD BREATH IS
. GETTING HEART DISEASE

IS

POO. HAVING SOMETHING TO DO

. MAKING NEW FRIENDS IS

. SMELLING BAD IS
,. HAVING YELLOW TEETH IS

17. HAVING BAD HEALTH IS 13
I S -2.36

2.80

12.

:3 789

2 .005

2.498 .004

N0*

.007

F-RATIO FOR viV421ATE
DF
TEST_OF

AND
EQQAtATY

P4(

(TAO
= 1/ .UU22

*UNIVARIATE F-RATIO, DF = 1 AND 390, pe;,01

VECTORS:
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TABLE 4

10TH GRADE

SOW OF THESS TI BELIEFS

FOR BEHAVIORALLY PAID NON INTENT SMOKERS

[+3))

REFERREWT
thinta I 14licutd- INTENT NON INTENT

.-EauEd not) 4mo.ke SMOKERS SMOKERS F-RATIO W
2

cigaftettu. N=95 N=297

1. MOST PEOPLE WHO ARE
IMPORTANT TO ME

2. MY FATHER
. MY MOTHER
MY BEST FRIEND

. MY TEACHER
6. MY DOCTOR

13

2.75 16.390* .038

F-RATIO FOR IJLTIWIATE TE
DP

ST QF
AEQUND

W.TY
P4;

OF
.

MIKal VECTORS:
= b S65, UUU1

-UNIVARIATE F-RATIO,DF = 1 AND 390, p4 .01
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TABLE 5

s, 10trIl GRADE

(WANTsgR TIANST9OCTIN
FOR BEHAVIORALLY INTEIIIMIERS AND NON IN'ENT-SMOKERS

RETERREWT
In genekat I (want -to- INTENT NON INTENT
do not want to) do what SMOKERS SMOKERS F-RATIO

th,o1k4 I shoutd do. N =95 N=297

1, MOST PEOPLE WHO ARE
IMPORTANT TO ME

-8, MY FATHER
. MY MOTHER -0
. MY BEST FRIEND
MY TEACHER

. MY DOCTOR -1 -1.80 10.789* x,071

F-RATIO FOR MFLTIyAUATE TEST OF E0141.ITY OF,UAN VECTORS:
= 6 DF = 6 AND No, pac.uuul,

*UNIWARIATE F-RATIO, DF = 1 AND 390,
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TABLE 6

11TH GRADE

g_IMEAN
OF

UL(-3] UN LY D-L)_

SCORES

BEHAVIORALLY MA SMOKERS NON INIENT SMOKERS

BELIEF TEEN" VarTNTENT
Smok.(Ing CigaiLetta SMOKERS SMOKERS F-RATIO

N -308

IS UPSETTING TO OTHERS,
IS'AN UNNECESSARY EXPENSE.
HELPS YOU RELAX,
HELPS YOU FEEL GROWN UP.
HELPS YOU GET ALONG WITH
FRIENDS,
IS ENJOYABLE,
IS HABIT FORMING,
CAUSES CANCER.
MEANS FEELING GQOD,
TASTES GOOD. *`

MEANS HAVING BAD BREATH.
CAUSES HEART DISEASE,
HELPS YOU MAKE NEW FRIENDS,_1,22
MAKES YOU SMELL BAD,
MAKES YOUR TEETH YELLOW, ,87
GIVES YOU SOMETHING TO DO, 1.30
IS BAD FOR YOUR HEATH. -1.64

-1

gi.m

2.08 15.81* .036

-:?8 ":1*

in*

68,716 .146

F -RATIO FOR rpLTIyAR,IATE TEST Q EQUALZY,OF MON VECTORS:
= L5.4661, DF = 1/ AND 5//,4P4,.UUU1

*UNIVARIATE F -RATIO DF 1 AND 393, Fe., .O1
ti

1
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TABLE 7

11TH GRADE

MEAN SCORES OF OF CONSEQUENCES
(G [ -3] -'AI (+31

FOR BWAVIORALLY I ENT SMO4 'S AND INTENT smoit

CONSMENCES -INTENT NON INTENT
Fan. me SMOKERS SMOKERS ',F -RATIO W

2

N-87

1. TO UPSET OTHERS IS 2.00
. UNNECESSARY EXPENSES
AR 1.30

3. BEIIIG ABLE TO RELAX

4, FEELING GROWN UP IS -4Is

5, GETTING ALONG WITH

N-308 \

2.49 15,722*

1.89 10,188*

-ii 5:503

:036

.023

-:811

. GETTING CANCER IS
I. HABITS ARE

. FEELING GOOD IS
1

EXPERIENCING GOOD

ENJOYABLE THINGS
FRIENDS IS

-i] li iSTES

i

IS

ING BAD BREATH IS 2N9*
ING HEART

DI E IS 2,45 2,78 / 7,174* ,015
G

SMELLING BAD
FRIE

IS

NDS !SI.
1 i5 26,L5*

S,

MAKIN NEW

HAVING YELLOW TEETH r
is 0 2.07 2.72 24,920* ,057

16. HAVING SOMETHING TO

17, HAVING BADAIVEALM IS/ i:;? 0i 1;:gi* :N
DO IS

F-RATIO FOR MuLTIVARIATE TEST,QF EQUALITY OF ftAN VECTORS:
r= 3.5/8, DF = 17 AND 5//, P4.UUU1

*UNIVARIATE F-RATIO, DF = 1 AND 393, p4;.01



-VP

8 .

11TH GRADE *

MEAN SCORES OF THE NO' 'TN BELIEFS

FOR BEHAVIOgthNIVIT SDAHrNOnTENT SMOKERS .

REFERRETC
, think6 1 (4houtd- INTENT NON INTENT.
iToutd not) <woke SMOKERS SMOKERS F-RATIO
cigaitette.s. N=87 N=308

W
2

1. .MOST PEOPLE WHO ARE
IMPORTANT TO ME
MY FATHER
MY
MY BEST FRIEND
MY TEACHER-

la

i MOTHER

. MY DOCTOR

F-RATIO FOR MULTIYARIATE TEST OF EQUALITY OF MEAN VECTORS:
= 39,579, DF = 6 AND 388, p4,0001

*UNIVARIATE F-RATIO, DF = 1 AND 393, p(01

I

A



.TABLE 9

11TH GRADE

!TAU SCORE OF ruri f I, 111 COMPLY

.648EN 1=3]- g
FOR BEHAvloKALLY INFENT SMOKERS AND NON 'WEN SMOKERS

RE "Ev
In, geneAat I (Runt -to-

do not want to) do what
thi (2.6 I Acued do.

INTENT NON INTENT
SMOKERS SMOKERS F-RATIO W

2

N-87 N-308

1.- MOST PEOPLE WHO ARE
4,, IMPORTANT TO ME -0

:1:0-,,i, MY FATHER
:?

:Pf
. MY MOTHER

3:EiC*
, 4 . Q ,0

MY BEST FRIEND
-?: tkr.. MY TEA/HER

, . 0):
6. MY DOCTOR -0, .89 , 97* .0 0

-it

F-RATIO FOR MOLTINIATE TEST OF Ecru
= 1/,150, DF = 6 AND

III
TY OF MIEAN VECTORS:

Pa( .0X1

eUNIVARIATE F-RATIO, DF = 1 AND 393, p4.01



TABLE 10

12TH GRADE

IAN SCORES OF
3]

tr,

ENT SMIERS

BELIEF
Smohing Cigatett

INTENT NON TUTE
2SMOKERS SMOKERS F-RATIO W

N-55 N =185

i. IS UPSETTING TO OTHERS,
. IS AN UNNECESSARY EXPENSE.
. HELPS YOU RELAX
. HELPS YOU FEEL GROWN UP.
. HELPS YOU 'GET ALONG WITH
YOUR FRIENDS.

. IS ENJOYABLE
. IS HABIT FORMING.
. CAUSES CANCER.
. MEANS FEELING GOOD.
. TASTES GOOD.
. MEANS HAVING BAD BREATH.
B. CAUSES HEART DISEASE."
HELPS YOU MAKE NEW
FRIENDS.

. MAKES YOU SMELL BAD.

. MAKES YOUR TEETH YELLOW,

. GIVES YOU SOMETHING TO DO.
, IS BAD FOR YOUR HEALTH,

0:8i14+

301

42

I

11

F-RATIO FOR MULTIyARigE TEST O EQUALIIY OF No VECTORS:
= DF = I/ AND P4.UUU1

*UNIVARIATE r-RATIO, DF = 1 AND 238, P4(.01

2l)



TABLE U

12TH GRADE

OrEAN SCORES OBEJ OF
(+3] )

THE CONSEQUENCES
(UUM [-3] -

FOR BEHAVIORALLY INTENT SMOKE AND NON INTENT SMOKERS

I
Fait me

, "I ,d
SMOKERS SMOKERS F-RATIO W

2

N= 55 N -185

.

. TO UPSET OTHERS IS
. UNNECESSARY EXPENSES ARE
BEING ABLE TO RELAX IS :R
FEELING GROWN UP IS
GETTING ALONG WITH
FRIENDS IS

. ENJOYABLE THINGS ARE
. HABITS ARE
GETTING CANCER IS
FEELING GOOD IS

10. EXPERIENCINGPERIENCING GOOD
TASTES IS

ii. HAVING BAD BREATH IS ig
. GETTING HEART

. SMELLING BAD IS
_3. MAKING NEW FRIENDS IS

11 II 11

DISEASE IS

_72. HAVING YELLOW TEETH IS
b. HAVING SOMETHING TO DO

17. HAVING BAD HEALTH IS 1:71 -09 1.

IS

F-RATIO FOIR pJLTIV8RIATE TESTOF ENWTY OF ,A0 VECTORS:
= Z.)AJJ DF = I/ AND La, P4C.UULI

*UNIVARIATE F-RATIO -'1DF = 1 AND 238, p<101

44



MEAN

FOR BEHAVIO

TABLE 12

12TH GRADE

OF THE NO

NfEa

TI BELIEFS

1611Egt SMOKERS

REFERRENT
thinks I (4houtd- INTENT NON nvrENT .

.1-Woad not) 4molze SMOKERS SMOKERS F-RATIO W
2

cigaiLettes. N-55 N-185

1. MOST PEOPLE WHO ARE
IMPORTANT TO ME

!. MY FATHER
. MY MOTHER
TMY BEST FRIEND
. MY TEACHER

6. MY DOCTOR

F-RATIO FOR MLTIMRIATE TEST QF EQUA41TY OF PIO VECTORS:
= LU./15, DF = b AND 2 55, PCUUU1

*UNIVARIATE F -RATIO, DF = 1. AND 238, pc.01

4



TABLE 13

12TH GRADE

110
SCORES OF rOTIYATION_TD COMPLY

( TO [-3]-,DO WhIl 10 (+311
FOR BEHAVIORALLY INTENT SMOKERS AND NON INTENT SMOKERS

REFERRENT
In gene/tat (want to- INTENT NON INTENT
do not want to) do what SMOKERS SMOKERS F-RATIO W

2

thinhh I Ahoutd do. N=55 N=185

1. MOST PEOPLE WHO'ARE
IMPORTANT TO ME

. MY FATHER

. MY MOTHER

. MY BEST FRIEND

. MY TEACHER

. MY DOCTOR

46 -1.21 8.193* .034

18:

.60 4.2
11

:

F-RATIO FOR MVLTIVAR
= 4.

eUNIVARIATE F-RATIO,

WE
TEST OF EQUSITY OF0RFI

DF := 6 AND 2 , P

DF = 1 AND 238, P

29.

N VECTORS:


